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ABSTRACT

There are increasing real-time live applications in virtual reality,
where it plays an important role in capturing and retargetting 3D
human pose. But it is still challenging to estimate accurate 3D pose
from consumer imaging devices such as depth camera. This paper
presents a novel cascaded 3D full-body pose regression method to
estimate accurate pose from a single depth image at 100 fps. The
key idea is to train cascaded regressors based on Gradient Boosting
algorithm from pre-recorded human motion capture database. By
incorporating hierarchical kinematics model of human pose into the
learning procedure, we can directly estimate accurate 3D joint an-
gles instead of joint positions. The biggest advantage of this model
is that the bone length can be preserved during the whole 3D pose
estimation procedure, which leads to more effective features and
higher pose estimation accuracy. Our method can be used as an
initialization procedure when combining with tracking methods. We
demonstrate the power of our method on a wide range of synthe-
sized human motion data from CMU mocap database, Human3.6M
dataset and real human movements data captured in real time. In our
comparison against previous 3D pose estimation methods and com-
mercial system such as Kinect 2017, we achieve the state-of-the-art
accuracy.

Index Terms: Computing methodologies—Computer graphics—
Animation—Motion Capture; Computing methodologies—
Computer graphics—Graphics systems and interfaces—Virtual
reality

1 INTRODUCTION

Motion capture technology has been widely used in virtual reality
and entertainment industry. With the development of consumer
devices such as depth camera, accurately estimating human pose
has been the fundamental and key problem, especially from only
one camera and many efforts have been made to capture human
motion from color or depth image sequences. As stated in [25],
recent works on image-based human pose capture can be divided
into two methods, namely, color image based and depth image
based method. However, both methods have the pose ambiguity
problem. Compared with RGB image based methods, the extra
spatial information provided by utilizing the depth image for 3D
skeletons extraction could yield more practical solutions. Therefore,
we still focus on the depth image based capture methods.

There exists generative and discriminative methods in depth
image based motion capture community. The generative method-
s [3, 19], also known as model-based methods, need to build the
prior knowledge of human shape model and include modeling and
estimation steps. The discriminative methods, also known as model-
free methods, directly estimate human pose from single depth image
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Figure 1: The accuracy example of our method. (a) The RGB im-
age captured by Kinect; (b) The estimated pose of cascaded based
method without kinematic model; (c) The original estimated pose by
Kinect; (d) The result of our method. The inaccurate estimation made
by state-of-the-art methods are highlighted by circles.

without the prior knowledge of human shape model. The main
challenges of model-free methods are the self-occlusion and the in-
formation loss caused by monocular camera, which makes it hard to
get accurate 3D pose of full human body. So, how to accurately esti-
mate the joint with depth image becomes a hot topic in recent years.
Many solutions have been proposed with the help of decision forest.
[13, 21, 26]. However, each decision forest only corresponds to one
regression/classification model, which means it might be diffcult to
specify the complex relationship between the depth information and
the joint position.

Inspired by the cascaded hand pose regression method [22] and
feature points regression of human face [6], in this paper, we assume
that the more regression/classification models we have, the more
accurate human pose we can get. This assumption leads us to investi-
gate a cascaded pose regression model which includes more than one
regression models during the pose estimation step. We first evaluate
the off-the-shelf product in this community, by incorporating the
well-known decision forest methods by Kinect. Also we investigate
the traditional cascaded methods. Figure 1 illustrates test results
on real motion capture data and reveals the limitation of previous
methods. What we present here is a novel cascaded 3D full-body
pose regression method to estimate accurate pose from a single depth
image at 100 fps. The key idea is to train cascaded regressors based
on Gradient Boosting algorithm from pre-recorded human motion
capture database. Moreover, we further incorporate hierarchical
kinematics model of human pose into the learning procedure so that
we can directly estimate accurate 3D joint angles instead of joint
positions. In our comparison against previous 3D pose estimation
methods and commercial system such as Kinect 2017, we achieve
the state-of-the-art accuracy, probably because traditional methods
do not consider the kinematic constraints such as the bone length or
the joint angle.

Our method has the following technical contributions:

• A novel general framework for accurate 3D full-body pose esti-
mation from a single depth image based on Gradient Boosting
algorithm for learning an ensemble of regression forests.

• A novel 3D full-body pose regression model which integrates



kinematics model and enables more effective features and more
accurate estimation.

• An accurate 3D full-body pose estimation system at 100fps,
which is capable of estimating heterogeneous motion.
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Figure 2: Our algorithm overview: the algorithm includes three training
stages from which we can get the regressor of certain joint. We only
show the torso stage and its results in this figure.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we focus on previous works on 3D human pose
estimation from a single depth image, which are most relevant to
the context of this paper. We will also discuss related works on
cascaded regression methods and imposing kinematic model for
pose estimation.

2.1 3D Pose Estimation from Depth Images
The skeletal pose estimation from images and videos is an important
task, but still has many challenges. Different approaches based on
machine learning or statistic methods have been proposed [13, 15,
21,24] to solve this problem. Many human pose estimation methods
tend to use decision forests as the regressors. The state-of-the-art
work [21], adopts the random forest classifier to do the pixel-level
classification. Then they employ cluster algorithm to obtain the body
part information. But this method will fail in facing with occlusion.
Girshick and his colleagues [13] further extend this work by using
Hough forests to cast per-pixel vote for the joint position, and can
get better results than Shotton [21], especially in occlusion case. The
work [24] also uses regression forest to obtain the correspondence
between body surface and the pixels. This work shows its robustness
by fitting to different body size. However, it may meet the problems
of miscorrespondence, and heavily relies on the training samples.
In the work of [15], the authors adopt the geodesic distance as the
feature to avoid the ambiguities in pose estimation, but it mainly
aims at estimating the upper body pose. Recently, in [18], the authors
optimize the method [13] by introducing a random verification forest
so that the vote can be much more accurate. However, they only
test their methods on the homogeneous motion. In this paper, we
also use the random decision forests as regressors, but differently,
we build it in a cascaded manner so that we can get more than one
regression model and can ensure a better description of the complex
relationship between the depth information and the human pose.
The experiments turn out that we can achieve more accurate results
compared with those state-of-the-art methods [13, 21].

2.2 Cascaded Regression Method
Our approach is directly motivated by the cascade regression work-
s [9, 20, 22]. They adopt cascaded regression method to fulfill d-
ifferent regression tasks, such as face detection [9] and hand pose
regression. In the work of [20], the authors learn a coarse-to-fine
cascaded model to estimate the 2D human pose in images. In the
work of [22], the authors apply cascaded regression method to solve
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Figure 3: An real case demonstration of our method.

the hand pose estimation problems. They also claim that this method
can also be applied to human body pose estimation problems, but
still it lacks the consideration of kinematic constraints. Our method,
instead, uses a kinematic model during the regression process to en-
sure our approach is capable of modeling the complexity of different
human poses. This kinematic model leads to more effective features
and more accurate pose estimation.

2.3 Kinematic Model Based Method
There are also some works [5,8,27] taking the kinematic information
into consideration. In the work of [5], the authors propose an open-
source system which can estimate human pose without any pre-
process such as background subtraction or environment mapping.
The kinematic model applied in this work is mainly limited in the
distance between joints. However, the kinematic information of the
ground truth and the correspondence between the depth information
and skeleton are not taken into consideration. The work by Zhou and
his colleagues [27] uses the forward kinematic method as a special
layer in the networks so that they can get the joint loss from their
motion parameters. Different from their works, which model the
bone length or joint angle, we directly use a higher level kinematic
parameters, the pose gradient, as the regression objective. We also
extract the random forests feature based on the kinematic chain. In
the work of [8], the authors propose a generalized Gaussian kernel
correlation embed with a kinematic skeleton for the articulated pose
estimation. Their method is based on a Gaussian kernel model, while
our method is totally model-free.

3 METHOD OVERVIEW

The algorithm overview and a real case demonstration are shown
in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively. We employ the hierarchy
method in the whole training process which includes three different
stages: the root stage, the torso stage and the limb stage. As shown
in Figure 2, we adopt a novel kinematic model including the kine-
matic related features and the negative gradient residual between
the ground truth and the current pose as our regression objective.
Each training sample corresponds to an output pose after a training
process, and the output is then used to update our current pose if
current training stage is unfinished.

As for the testing process, given a set of single captured depth
images and rough 3D initial full-body poses (see Section4.3), the
root position and orientation are estimated via 5-stage cascaded
regressor at first (see the left bottom part of Figure 3). Then, torso
joints’ relative rotations are estimated through 10-stage cascaded
regressor based on root estimation result (see the middle bottom
part of Figure 3). Finally, four limbs joints’ relative rotations are
estimated by 5-stage cascaded regressors based on torso estimation



result, separately (see the upper middle part of Figure 3). In our
proposed cascaded regression model, we use random forests [4] as
the weak learner at each regression stage.
Depth data acquisition. Current commercial depth cameras are
low-cost, easy to deploy and can record 3D depth data at a relatively
high frame rate. In this paper, we use Microsoft Kinect [2] cameras,
which cost roughly a hundred dollars, giving a 512×424 pixels
depth image at 30 frames per second (fps) with depth resolution of
a few centimeters. Pixels in a depth image I store calibrated depth
data in the scene, rather than a measure of intensity or color. In
our experiment, each pixel x = (u,v)T ∈ R2 in the depth image I
stores the depth value d(x) and its corresponding x-y-z coordinates
p = (x,y,z)T ∈ R3 in the 3D space. We use the Kinect API to extract
foreground pixels, and keep their depth values unchanged while
assigning depth values of background pixels to 1e5.
Full-body pose representation. We apply full-body skeleton mod-
el by using a hierarchical tree structure which contains 16 rigid
body segments, including waist, lower back, upper back, head, and
left/right clavicle, upper arm, lower arm, upper leg, lower leg, foot,
and toes. We describe the 3D full-body pose by using a set of inde-
pendent joint coordinates q ∈ R38, including absolute root position
and orientation as well as the relative joint angles of individual joints.
These joints are the root (6 Dof), head (3 Dof), upper back (3 Dof),
left and right clavicle (2 Dof), humerus (3 Dof), radius (1 Dof),.
femur (3 Dof), tibia (1 Dof), and foot (3 Dof). The notion ”Dof” is
short for ”Degree of freedom”
Human pose database. For the purpose of our cascaded regression
model training and testing, we construct a heterogeneous 3D full-
body pose database from the synthetic data based on CMU mocap
database [1]. Our constructed pose database contains approximate
1.5 hours, including: walking, running, boxing, kicking, jumping,
dancing, marching, gymnastics, golf and hand waving. We use an
existing efficient motion retargeting technique [14] to accomplish
the skeleton normalization tasks.
Automatic subject calibration. Since the prior knowledge of body
size (length and radius of each body segment) is necessary during the
training and testing procedure in our proposed cascaded regression
method, we introduce a simple classification forest based learning
method to address this problem inspired by the work [21]. The key
idea is to train a body-part classification forest on prerecorded T-pose
RGB-D images to estimate new users’ body parts. Firstly, we build a
depth dataset which only includes the recorded T-poses from various
human actors. Secondly, we learn a pixel-level body-part label
distribution. Then we define a density estimator per body label based
on the body part distribution and use the mean shift algorithm to
find the joint position. Since each new user only has to perform this
procedure once and this method is based on classification forest, it is
practicable, accurate and fast enough for real-time live applications.

4 CASCADED 3D FULL-BODY POSE REGRESSION

Given a captured depth image I, a rough initial 3D full-body pose
q0 and trained cascaded regressors {Rh}H

h=1, we can get the result
3D full-body pose q̃ = qH via an iterative stage-wise regression
procedure (h = 1, · · · ,H). According to method [22], the common
3D full-body pose update within each stage is as follows:

qh = qh−1 +Rh(I,qh−1) (1)

where the final pose estimation result is qH . During the offline cas-
caded 3D full-body pose regression training period, we propose the
hierarchical regression method along by the tree structural human
skeleton (see Section 4.1). For cascaded regression model training
of each body parts, we define the 3D pose gradient δqh as regression
target based on Gradient Boosting algorithm (the definitions can be
seen in Section 4.2.1). In each stage h, we train a random forest as
the 3D pose regressor Rh by approximating the defined regression

target δqh; to train the weak learner on the splitting node of decision
tree of random forests at stage h, we define kinematics chain based
3D pose-indexed features and adaptive 3D features sampling method
(see Section 4.2.2). At each stage h, we can significantly increase
the probability of getting useful features by incorporating kinematics
chain into the 3D pose-indexed features sampling procedure accord-
ing to 3D pose update from last stage h− 1 and current captured
depth image.

4.1 Hierarchical Regression Strategy
For highly articulated structure as human full-body, we propose
hierarchical regression strategy by making the following key obser-
vations:

1. The global position and orientation of 3D full-body pose main-
ly rely on root joint.

2. The pose variations between torso and limb are significantly
different. Torso has less pose variance than limb. Torso and
limb pose regressions should be done separately as well as
four limbs pose regressions to improve the accuracy and speed
up the convergence of boosted regression framework [11],
because each weak regressor has relatively large errors.

3. The articulated structure of 3D full-body pose indicates that
root pose severely affects torso pose, and torso pose severely
affects limbs poses. More specifically, a large number of
variations in the torso pose are caused by different root pose,
and a large number of variations in the limbs poses are caused
by the changes in the torso pose, rather than torso and limbs
articulations. Therefore, in order to improve full-body pose
regression accuracy, after regressing root pose, we refine it
during torso regression process and refine torso pose during
limbs regression process.

We captured massive human movements from actual life and
made all the above observations, which have strong objective basis.
Therefore, we propose hierarchical regression method for human
full-body pose estimation, as illustrated in Figure 3. Firstly, we only
regress the global position and orientation of root joint. Second-
ly, we regress the torso joints’ pose based on root pose. Finally,
we regress the limbs joints’ poses separately based on torso joints’
poses. According to our 3D full-body pose representation in Sec-
tion 3, torso joints include: upper neck, r/lclavicle, r/lhumerus, neck,
head and r/lfemur, and limbs joints include: r/lhumerus, r/lradius,
r/lfemur, r/ltibia and r/lfoot. For the purpose of improving pose
estimation accuracy, we suggest that when regressing limbs’ poses,
joints r/lhumerus and r/lfemur need considering in that regression
process as well.

4.2 Kinematic Regression Model
For the highly complex human pose such as kicking or boxing, due
to the self-occlusion, carrying out the regression on the joint position
may not be enough for the weak learner to model these human poses.
So, we propose a kinematic model which contains two parts, the
kinematic regression objective and the kinematic chain based feature.
In this section, we will describe them separately.

4.2.1 Gradient Boosting based Regression
Based on Gradient Boosting algorithm [11, 12, 17], we first define
the Loss Function of our proposed cascaded 3D full-body pose
regression as follows:

L = argmin
qi

∑
i=1
‖J(qi)− J(q∗i )‖2 (2)

where J(qi) and J(q∗i ) represent 3D joints’ positions of estimated
pose qi and its corresponding ground truth pose q∗i . We use forward



kinematic technique to calculate them based on prior knowledge of
current user’s skeleton model. i represents ith training sample.

Then, we define 3D pose regression target at stage h as the nega-
tive gradient of loss function L (Eq. 2):

δqh
i =−

∂J(qh−1
i )

∂qh−1
i

∗ (J(qh−1
i )− J(q∗i )) (3)

where J(qh−1
i ) and J(q∗i ) represent 3D joints’ positions of 3D pose

qh−1
i and its corresponding ground truth pose q∗i at stage h−1 of

training sample i. ∂J(qh−1
i )

∂qh−1
i

represents Jacobian Matrix of 3D joints’

positions J(qh−1
i ) with respect to 3D pose qh−1

i at stage h−1. In our
experiments (see Section 5), we will show the outperformed accura-
cy of our proposed negative 3D pose gradient as regression target
comparing with directly joints’ 3D positions [22] and Euler angle
which is most commonly used for 3D human pose representation in
order to support that our regression objective is the best.
3D pose update. According to Gradient Boosting algorithm [11,12,
17], the learnt 3D pose regressor Rh at stage h is only the approxi-
mate direction of the negative gradient gh = Rh(I,qh−1

i ) of the loss
function L (Eq. 2). Then we calculate the optimal step size of that
direction by minimizing the following objective function:

β̃
h = argmin

β h
∑
i=1
‖J(qh−1

i +β
h ·gh)− J(q∗i )‖2 (4)

where the step size β h at stage h is a scalar variable. In this paper,
we calculate β h by the Line Search algorithm [23] to Eq. 4. Then,
we update the 3D pose qh

i at current stage h as follows:

qh
i = qh−1

i + β̃
h ·gh (5)

where qh−1
i is 3D pose result at stage h− 1, gh and β̃ h are the

approximate negative gradient and its step size of loss function at
stage h, respectively.

4.2.2 Kinematics based 3D Pose-indexed Features
Similar to existing learning based human pose estimation from depth
image methods [21], we also use depth pixel difference, such as
f = d(I(x+u1))−d(I(x+u2)), as 3D pose feature for training the
splitting nodes of decision trees within random forests. u1 and u2 are
two 2D pixel offsets. In order to acquire certain geometric invariance
for ui(i = 1,2), which is one of the most essential factors for our
regression model, we define kinematics based 3D pose-indexed
features as follows:

f = CamPro j(Tqh−1,i(Ji(qc)+∆pc
1)) (6)

− CamPro j(Tqh−1, j(J j(qc)+∆pc
2))

where qh−1 is 3D pose at stage h−1, qc is 3D canonical pose, Ji(qc)
and J j(qc) are 3D joints’ positions under 3D canonical pose, which
are calculated by forward kinematic technique. ∆pc

1 and ∆pc
2 are

3D offsets under 3D canonical pose space. Tqh−1,i and Tqh−1, j are
kinematic based 3D world transformation matrices, which transform
3D points Ji(qc)+∆pc

1 and J j(qc)+∆pc
2 from 3D canonical pose

qc space to current 3D pose space at stage h according to 3D pose
qh−1 at stage h−1. We define Tqh−1,i and Tqh−1, j as follows:

Tqh−1,i = wR(qh−1, i) · lT(∆pc
1) (7)

Tqh−1, j = wR(qh−1, j) · lT(∆pc
2)

where wR(qh−1, i) and wR(qh−1, j) are the ith and jth joints’ world
rotation matrices (calculated by forward kinematics technique) of

3D pose at stage h. lT(∆pc
1) and lT(∆pc

2) are 3D offsets ∆pc
1 and

∆pc
2 with respect to 3D translation matrices of joint i and joint j. In

our experiment, 3D offsets ∆pc
1 and ∆pc

2 under the canonical pose
qc are randomly sampled within a predefined 3D spherical bounding
box whose radius is related to length and radius of specific body
parts; there is fifty-fifty chance for joint i and j to be the same (unary
feature) or not (binary feature). Our kinematics 3D pose-indexed
feature extraction procedure works as follows:
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Figure 4: An illustration of kinematics 3D pose-indexed 2D feature
extraction for right upper-leg regressor training.

1. Randomly generate two 3D offsets ∆pc
1 and ∆pc

2 within pre-
defined 3D spherical bounding box for joint i and j at current
stage h under the 3D canonical pose qc space.

2. Calculate 3D world positions Tqh−1,i and Tqh−1, j for two ran-
domly sampled 3D offsets ∆pc

1 and ∆pc
2 under the 3D pose

qh−1 space.

3. Project two 3D world positions Tqh−1,i and Tqh−1, j of 3D offset-
s ∆pc

1 and ∆pc
2 to 2D depth pixels on the camera image plane,

then calculate pixels’ depth difference as the feature f .

An example of kinematics 3D pose-indexed 2D feature extraction
for right upper-leg regressor training is shown in Figure 4.
Adaptive 3D Features Sampling As introduced above, we employ
the hierarchy method to estimate the 3D full-body pose. During
the regression process, we follow the order of ”Root Joint r →
Torso Joints t → Limb Joints l”, and the features are randomly
extracted from the sphere bounding box of the joint center. Due
to the difference in the bone length of each joint, we propose an
adaptive 3D feature sampling method. That is to set the radius limbs
3D feature sampling radius drl as the criterion radius, and the root
joint and the torso joints’ 3D feature sampling radius drrand drt

change over the ratio with drl

drr =
Blr ·Brr

Bll ·Brl ·drl , drt =
Blt ·Brt

Bll ·Brl ·drl (8)

The Blr and Brr are the bone length of the root joint part and radius
respectively. The Bll and Brl are the bone length of the limb joint
part and radius respectively.

4.3 Implementation Details
In this section, we will give the training and testing details of our
proposed cascaded regression model, including: initial pose, offline
training and online testing procedure.
Initial Pose. As mentioned in Section 4.2.1, we define 3D pose re-
gression target as negative gradient of loss function for our proposed
cascaded 3D full-body pose regression model. At the beginning
of either training or testing process, we use the same 3D full-body



pose as the initial pose. In our experiments, the initial pose is an
“A”-pose, which is represented by q0. For each training and testing
sample i, the initial world position of root joint is calculated as the
mean position of the input 3D depth point cloud by Mean Shift
algorithm [7].

Algorithm 1 Offline Training of Hierarchical 3D Full-body Pose
Regression

Require: depth map Ii, ground truth pose q∗i , and initial pose q0
i

for all training samples i
Ensure: Different stages’ regressor {Rs,h}Hr

h=1,s ∈ {r, t, l}
1: for s ∈ {r, t, l} do . Traverse all the stages
2: for h = 1→ Hs do . learn current stage’s regressor

3: δqs,h
i =− ∂J(qs,h−1

i )

∂qs,h−1
i

∗ (J(qs,h−1
i )− J(qs,∗

i )) . nega-

tive gradient residual of current stage
4: learn Rs,h to approximate δqs,h

i
5: calculate approximated gradient gs,h = Rs,h(I,qs,h−1

i )

6: β̃ r,h = argmin
β r,h

∑
i=1
‖J(qi + β s,h · gs,h)− J(q∗i )‖2 .

learn step size
7: qs,h

i = qs,h−1
i + β̃ s,h · gs,h . update current stage’s

pose
8: end for
9: Initialize qt,0

i as canonical torso poses on qs,Hs
i

10: q0
i = qs,Hs

i ∪qt,0
i . re-initialize whole body pose

11: end for
12: qh

i = qt,Ht
i ∪{ql,h

i }l∈limbs . update whole body pose

Offline Training. Input data are training dataset
(Ii,q∗i ), i = 1, · · · ,N, where I and q∗i are depth image and
corresponding 3D ground truth full-body pose of training sample i,
respectively. Based on our proposed hierarchical regression method,
our 3D pose training order is as follows: “root pose r→ torso pose
t→ limbs l”, and the pseudo training algorithm of our approach is
shown in Algorithm 1, where Hr, Ht and Hl are stage numbers of
root regressor, torso regressor and limbs regressors, respectively.
qr,h

i , qt,h
i and ql,h

i are 3D pose of root, torso and limbs at stage h.
Online Testing. Input data are testing depth image I and 3D initial
pose q0. The hierarchical testing order is as follows: “root pose r→
torso t → limbs l”(as shown in Figure 3), and the pseudo testing
algorithm of our approach is shown in Algorithm 2, where β̃ r,h, β̃ t,h

and β̃ l,h are learned step sizes of negative gradient of loss function
at stage h for root, torso and limbs, respectively.

5 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we will firstly show effects on pose estimation accu-
racy by evaluating different choices of the hyper-parameters of our
proposed cascaded regression model, including: tree depth, number
of trees per stage, stage number and maximum 3D offset sampling
radius. Then, we will discuss three different kinds of regression
objectives including 3D joint positions, joint rotation angle (Euler
angle) and 3D pose changing gradient. Thirdly, we will show the
outperformed pose estimation accuracy by comparing with several
alternative state-of-the-art methods [13, 21, 22]. Finally, we will
show the outperformed pose estimation efficiency by comparing
with several alternative state-of-the-art methods [13, 21]. We use
several RGB-D datasets for the evaluations, including synthesized
depth images according to CMU mocap database, depth images
from Human3.6M [10,16], and real-time live captured depth images
by ourself. All the experiments are performed on an 8-core Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU E3-1240 V2@3.4GHz,3.4GHz CPU, 16GB RAM,
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 780Ti graphics card.

Algorithm 2 Online Testing of Hierarchical 3D Full-body Pose
Regression

Require: depth map I, initial pose q0 for a testing sample
Require: Different stages’ regressor {Rs,h}Hr

h=1,s ∈ {r, t, l}
Ensure: result pose q̃

1: for s ∈ {r, t, l} do . Traverse all the stages
2: for h = 1→ Hs,s = r, t, l do . estimate current stage’s

pose
3: qs,h = qs,h−1 + β̃ s,h ·Rs,h(I,qs,h−1) . update current

stage’s pose
4: end for
5: Initialize qt as canonical torso pose on qs,Hs

6: q̃ = qs,Hs ∪q0 . update whole body pose
7: end for

5.1 Hyper Parameters Evaluations
We evaluate the influence for the accuracy of pose estimation from
different parameters in this section, which can give us the best
parameter combination through experiments. These parameters
include the depth of trees, the number of tress per stage, the number
of stages and the maximum probe offset of the canonical poses
feature extraction. All the training samples are randomly taken
from the total training sample which consists of 200K images (up
to 1.2 hour motion sequence). The remaining 50K samples are
used as testing samples (up to 0.3 hour motion sequence). All the
experiments keep all the other parameters the same and change only
the testing parameters.
Depth of trees Theoretically, for the fixed amount of training sam-
ples, the depth of the decision tree will directly influence the com-
plexity of the cascaded regressor and in turn influence its gener-
alization ability. Lower depth will lead to lower complexity and
lower estimation accuracy of training samples due to under-fitting.
Higher depth brings higher estimation accuracy, but lower accuracy
of testing samples due to the overfitting. As a result, the tree depth
is one of the most important model parameter (another one is the
maximum probe offset of the canonical pose). In Figure 5a, we show
the comparison results on four different depths (5, 10, 15, 20). For
200K training samples, we can get the best estimation result on the
depth of 15, and the RMSE of each joint of 60% testing samples is
under 4cm and 80% under 6cm. When the depth of the trees is 10,
the RMSE of only 40% testing sample is under 4cm and 70% under
6cm, which is merely better than the case of depth 5. So for the
cases of 5 and 10, the cascaded regressors are possibly under-fitting,
For depth of 20, which is worse than 15, the RMSE of only 50%
testing samples are under 4cm and 80% under 6cm, which means
possible overfitting occurred. These experiments shows that with
proper depth of trees, we can avoid under-fitting and overfitting
problems.
Number of trees per stage The number of trees per stage can also
have some influences on the accuracy of the 3D human pose es-
timation result. We evaluate our algorithm on four different tree
numbers (1, 8, 16, 24). For 200K training samples, we can get the
best estimation result when we use 24 trees per stage. In Figure 5b,
for those the RMSE under 4cm and 6cm, the ratio drop to 55% and
85% respectively. When the number of trees decreases to 16, for
those the RMSE under 4cm and 6cm are dropping to 35% and 70%.
When the number of trees reaches 8, there are only 25% and 55% of
training samples whose RMSE are under 4cm and 6cm, respectively,
and when we only use 1 tree in each stage, the number drops to
10% and 35%. This experiment shows that, for fixed number of
training samples, increasing the number of trees can efficiently in-
crease the accuracy of 3D human pose estimation. Additionally, by
incorporating more trees in each stage, we can make the estimated
poses smoother. However, the computing efficiency should also be



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: The comparison of different hyper parameters. We define the estimation accuracy as the percentage of per-joint mean error exceed the
threshold D (a) The estimation accuracy over different tree depth. (b) The estimation accuracy over different tree numbers. (c) Average joint errors
of root, torso and limbs stages. (d) The estimation accuracy over different probe offset.

considered, and we employ 16 trees per stage in our experiments for
the best balance between accuracy and efficiency.
Number of stages We build our regressor based on the hierarchy
regression method. We set different stage numbers for the root
stage, the torso stage and the limb stage. The Figure 5c shows the
estimation error under different number of stages. As we can see
from the figure, with the increasing of the number of stages, the
curve of the estimation tend to be flat with the number of these three
stages separately equal to 5, 10 and 5, which means the current
number of stages is already enough. What should be noted is that
due to the hierarchy relationship between different stages, we only
estimate the error of certain joint in each stage. For example, we
only estimate the estimation error of the root joint in the root stage.
Maximum probe offset The maximum probe offset is another
biggest influence factor on the accuracy of pose estimation. The
Figure 5d shows the change of the 3D human pose estimation error
with the change of different maximum probe offset. We carry out
our experiments on seven different maximum probe offsets, 50mm,
80mm, 100mm, 120mm, 150mm, 200mm and 1m . What should
be noted is that the length and radius of root section of the torso
section is larger than that of the limbs, so the sampling radius is
usually larger than the maximum probe offset. From the error curve
of Figure 5d, we can see that setting the maximum probe offset to
100mm, the average per joint error does not exceed 4cm and 6cm for
55% and 85% of the testing samples respectively. Both increasing
or decreasing the value of the maximum probe offsets will lead to
the decrease of the estimation error, which shows that the extracted
feature from unreasonable maximum probe offsets may have weak
classification ability.

5.2 Regression Objective
We evaluate three different kinds of regression objectives in this
section, including the 3D joint position, the rotation angle between
joint( Euler angle) and 3D pose changing gradient. According to
the experiments, we find that regarding the residual function as the

Figure 6: The comparison of different regression objective. The RGB
images captured by Kinect(First row); The results of pose gradien-
t(Second row); The results of 3D joint center(Third row); The results
of 3D rotation angle(Euler angle, Fourth row); All the results are ob-
tained through cascaded manner, with the same hyper-parameters.
The false parts are marked with a circle.



Figure 7: The comparison of 3D human pose estimation accuracy. The RGB image captured by Kinect(First Row); The results with kinematic
model(Second Row); The results without kinematic model [22](Third Row); The results of Kinect V2.0(Fourth Row). The false parts are marked
with a circle.

pose changing gradient can achieve more reasonable results than the
Euclid distance between the joint angle or the 3D joint position, as
shown in Figure 6. Because of the singularity of the Euler angle,
especially for those with 3 degrees of freedom such as r/lhumerus
and r/lfemur, directly calculating the joint angle may cause the am-
biguous rotation and get the unreasonable regression result. Directly
doing the regression for the 3D joint position cannot guarantee the
bone length. We then adopt the 3D pose changing gradient as the
regression objective, which essentially makes a combination of the
3D joint position and the joint angle. It can maintain the bone length
while avoiding the ambiguity caused by joint angle.
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Figure 8: Comparison of different methods on the dataset. The
root mean square error of the estimation results over different joints.
The RMSE of the root joint with kinematic model is too small to be
presented in this figures. The five duplicated ’Site’ from left to right
are the representations of right hand end site, left hand end site, head
end site, right toes end site, and left toes end site, respectively.

5.3 Accuracy Comparison with Alternatives
We designed comparison experiment for the accuracy of three dif-
ferent 3D pose estimation methods, namely, our method, cascaded
method without kinematic model [22], and Kinect V2’s method.

During the comparison, we adopt six different kinds of motion se-
quence including walking, running, kicking, jumping, boxing and
hand waving (see Figure 7). In Figure 8 , we show the root mean
square error (RMSE) of each joint on all testing data from CMU
mocap database (The five duplicated ’Site’ from left to right are the
representations of right hand end site, left hand end site, head end
site, right toes end site, and left toes end site, respectively). The av-
erage testing accuracy of each method is: 2.44 cm, 5.53 cm and 7.62
cm. Comparing with the random forest based method [21, 22], our
cascaded regression method adopts kinematic constraint in the fea-
ture extraction from the depth image, and use the gradient residual
as the regression task, which can ensure a more reasonable recon-
struction result in occlusion. We also evaluated the generality of our
method on Human3.6M dataset, and some results of complicated
scenario like a walking sequence with significant occlusions (miss-
ing arm when turning around) and connected cross(arm and torso)
in the image are shown in Figure 9. The testing results verified the
generality of our method.

5.4 Runtime Comparison with Alternatives

Our algorithm only focuses on those pixels near the 3D kinematic
joints, while the method of [13, 21] needs to do the estimation for
every foreground pixel in the depth image. To achieve the real-time
function, we adopt the hardware such as GPU and the parallel com-
puting algorithm. Compared with other method, our method requires
less calculation. The comparison of the algorithm efficiency on the
same platform is shown in Table 1, which supports our hypothesis
that our algorithm has advantages in the computing efficiency and
the requiring resources and is totally capable for super real-time
application on normal computing hardware. What should be noted
is that the cascaded regression method without kinematic model is
faster than that with kinematic model due to the reduced calculation
amount. However, we concentrate on the accuracy the most, and the
sacrificed efficiency is tolerable.



Figure 9: Results of our method on Human3.6M dataset [16]. A walk-
ing sequence with significant occlusions (missing arm when turning
around) and cross connected (arm and torso) in the image. Red parts:
left and torso body parts; Green parts: right body parts.

Table 1: The comparison of computing efficiency and resources

Method Name FPS Calculation
Kinect v2.0 30fps GPU multi-thread

With Kinematic Model 100fps CPU single thread
Without Kinematic Model 120fps CPU single thread

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a cascaded regression model-based human
pose estimation method. The key idea is to adopt a kinematic model
during the cascaded regression process. The biggest advantage of
our method is that the bone length can be preserved during the
whole 3D pose estimation procedure, which leads to more effective
features and more accurate. Our method can be used as initialization
procedure when combining with tracking methods.The experiments
show that with proper hyper-parameters, our method can achieve
higher accuracy and faster results compared with previous methods.

There are two main limitations about our approach. One is that
our method is not suitable for human pose estimation in outdoor
environments due to the natural drawback of current depth camera.
The other one is that our method will fail when significant occlu-
sions or self occlusions occurs, such as rolling on the ground. One
possible solution to address above two problems is to incorporate
RGB images and pose prior knowledge learned from a larger pose
database.
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